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“I wanted to create a
place where guitar
collectors and players
could share their

personal stories about
their guitars for others to
enjoy...”
- Barry Poitras

A Great Deal
Takamine EN-20
Guitar type: acoustic
Manufacturer: Takamine
Model: EN-20
Serial number: 92111794
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The Story Will Follow

This was my second
acoustic guitar I ever owned, Takemine EN20
but my first great quality guitar. It is a Takemine jumbo EN20
built around 1994. I bought it because I saw David Wilcox
playing a Takemine acoustic and I thought it would make me
a better player. In a way I guess it did. The story behind this
guitar was that I wanted to try and play at a local open mic

night that was happening every Saturday evening at the Loft
Coffeehouse down the street from where I lived. Never
performing in front of an audience before I thought I would need
to work on a couple songs, but more importantly purchase a
serious guitar with a built in pickup so I could plug in at the open
mic event. I went to Daddy’s Junkie Music in Boston to check
out what was available. Having just purchased my first home, I
was low on cash and living pay check to pay check so I was
trying to not get my
hopes up. I found
this guitar on the
rack with a tag
which was only a
few hundred
dollars. It was all I had in my pocket. I brought it up
to the clerk at the register who rang it up and said
that the price tag was incorrect and the real price
was a lot more. He called the manager of the store
who said since it was tagged incorrectly they would
have to honor the price. I was so excited about my
new guitar that I ran out of the store thinking I
better leave before they change their mind and
totally forgot to ask about the case.

The action on this guitar is amazing and has never
shifted. It has a rich deep sound and sustain. I
played that guitar every day, sometimes falling
asleep with it in my arms at night. I think the best
melodies and song lyrics happen at that moment in Takamine
time when you start to drift off while playing. I often regret not recording those songs at those
moments only to try and reproduce the next day what I was noodling with the night before and
never being able to find it again. It’s funny, but time just seemed to slip away. It would be more
than twenty years later that I would play my first open mic, but it was this guitar that got me
there.
Barry is a singer/songwriter in New Hampshire and lead guitar player in the Watts Up Band.
Barry can often be found attending guitar shows, songwriting camps and jam camps. Barry hosts
his own monthly guitar jams in New Hampshire.

Martin-Eric Clapton
This is the guitar that Eric Clapton used for his
unplugged sessions on MTV. The acoustic
version of Layla was played on this guitar.

Play It Loud Exhibit
In September we were able to attend the Play It Loud
instruments of rock and roll exhibit at the Metropolitan Art
Museum in NYC. The exhibit featured musical instruments
from some of the most famous rock and roll artists in history.
The exhibit was amazing. I have read and seen many of
these guitars in books and magazines over the years, but to
actually see them up close in person was a very special treat.
The exhibit has moved out to the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame
Museum in Cleveland Ohio so if you get the opportunity
check it out.

Fender Strat-Bob Dylan
This famous Stratocaster is the guitar that Bob
Dylan played at Newport Folk Festival in 1965.
Really cool story about this guitar being found
years later.

Gibson-Jimmy Page
What a guitar from Jimmy Page of Led Zep-

pelin. Cool to see this up close. He played
Stairway to Heaven on this double-neck.

Zemaitas Acoustic-George Harrison

The Wolf-Jerry Garcia
Created by Luthier Doug Irwin.

Very stylish guitar that George probably
played My Sweet Lord on.

Hamer-Rick Neilsen

Premier-Keith Moon

Gibson-Everly Brothers

Wow, he always plays such cool variations.

Many other instruments were on display

Matching J-180’s one for each of them.

including pianos, saxophones, and bass
guitars. Here is drums from the Who’s Keith
Moon.

Gibson Les Paul –Steve Miller
This guitar has a very wild painted surface.
I would love to play this guy.

Gibson Les Paul –Keith
Richards
It is said that Keith actually painted this
art work on his guitar himself.

D’haitre—Prince

Gibson Les Paul-Jimmy Page

The incredible glyph guitar that Prince de-

Another Jimmy awesome guitar.

signed.

Fender—Bruce Springsteen
I read that Bruce paid under a couple
hundred dollars for this Esquire. He used it
for most of his career. Wonder what the
resale value of this guitar is now?

Sovereign & Danelectro-Jimmy
Page
Awesome guitars that Jimmy used to write
and play many of the Led Zeppelin songs.

Fender/Gibson-Eddie Van
Halen

Gibson Flying V-Jimi Hendrix

Tiger-Jerry Garcia

The really cool thing about this picture is that

The famous Tiger guitar built by luthier Doug

The famous Frankenstein guitar that Van

when I took it I could not see the shadow of

Irwin.

Halen would create to find that sound he

Jimi you see here. It was not until after I got

was searching for.

home and was looking at the pictures that I
saw the shadow in the background.

Fender Strat—SRV

Fender Strat-Eric Clapton

Bigsby

Wow, to see this up close was a real treat.

This guitar was one of Clapton’s main gui-

This guitar is similar to the first one Bigsby

This was Stevie’s number one.

tars called Blackie.

created for Merle Travis.

Fiddleheads Jam Camp 2019
The 22nd Fiddleheads Jam Camp in September was another great event. This was my fourth year to attend and
it just seems to get better every year. The Jam Camp is held annually the second weekend in September in
Contoocook, New Hampshire and features acoustic jamming in the evening and skill building classes during the
days from some great coaches that work with players in a relaxed fun environment. There is a wide variety of
acoustic instruments played at the event including fiddles, guitars, banjos, upright basses, mandolins, and of
course singers.
The music genres is quite a mix of blues, country, bluegrass, Celtic and Cajun songs that are easy to pick up
and jump in and play along and with plenty of opportunity to solo if you desire.
For more information on the next Fiddleheads Acoustic Jam Camp go to http://www.fiddleheadscamp.com

Fiddleheads Jam Camp

The Story Will
Follow

Play It Loud
Instruments of
Rock & Roll
What a great book. I read
this prior to going to see
the exhibit in NYC. This is
fantastic look at the
coolest instruments that
are part of the Rock &
Roll history and filled with
great powerful pictures of
not only the instruments
but also the artists that
created the songs we
cherish so much. Pick up
a copy of this book.
- Barry Poitras

We at myguitarjournal.com are
now able to offer you a way to
let your story follow that specific
guitar of yours. With the qr
code we issue to you after you
submit your story, your story
will continue to follow your
guitar. Just print it out and
place it in the guitar or in the
case and with scan technology anyone years from now that
scans the code will be taken directly to your story. What a
great way to pass on the history of your instrument. Go ahead
and submit that story and we will get you your own code so
that the story will follow!

Contact Us
Give us your guitar story
by going to
www.myguitarjournal.com
and create your own
personal guitar collection
gallery.
If you have a guitar
related story, show, art,
etc. please contact
myguitarjournal1@gmail.
com
Visit us on the web at
www.myguitarjournal.com

